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A Gift from SWSF High School Students 
to the Sophia School in Ukraine 

Messenger

It is a tradition at SWSF that the graduating high school seniors raise funds throughout the year for an end-
of-year senior class trip. The graduating class of 2022 decided to modify that tradition. Vivianne Dean, an 
alumna of the class and now a student at Suffolk University in Madrid, explained that the wildfires combined 
with COVID that exploded in her senior year focused her class's compassion. The class deeply understood 
what a gift could mean to someone in a disaster area and the war in distant Ukraine touched their hearts. 
Their initial thought was to send supplies to a Waldorf school in Ukraine. But what would such a school 
actually need? The class wisely decided on a cash gift.  

Finding and contacting Waldorf schools in 
Ukraine proved hard so the class widened 
their search with the support of Skeydrit Bähr, 
SWSF high school teacher, and Olga Cheek, 
SWSF Accountant from the Ukraine. They 
found Sophia School, a small Christian school in Сherkasy. Ms. Dean explained that the 
class picked the Sophia school because it shared many of the values, methods, and goals of 
Summerfield High School. It was a good match. The class decided to send $3,500 of what 
they had raised to aid the Sofia school and downsized their plans for a class trip.

In June, the center of Сherkasy was shelled, killing one person and wounding civilians. Yuliia 
Ostrovska, an English teacher at the Sophia school wrote in late November that the school is 
in its 14th year, and that they hope to build their own campus rather than renting space from 

churches as they have in the past. She also wrote that they felt fortunate to have been spared the worst of the war:

As there are 10 grades in the school, we have to combine in-person with online teaching and a double shifts system. At the beginning of the school 
year, it was a real challenge. In general, when we are not under attack, we have water and electricity in the city, but the situation has become 
much worse during the last few months because of the constant Russian attacks on our critical infrastructure and power system (even now, when 
I am typing this email, I've been without electricity since morning and I'm glad I can use my smartphone hoping its battery won't die soon :)

In July 2022, the class wired the $3,500 cash gift to the Sophia School's account in Ukraine. Due to martial law, the dollars had to be withdrawn by the 
school in small parts. The school quickly put the gift to good use. Ms. Ostrovska wrote:

Despite the significant decrease in parents's payments for education and students fleeing abroad, we received remarkable help from two sources in 
the spring and summer. We did not ask these people for help and we even did not know some of them at all. The people themselves took the initiative 
and became the answer to our prayers at a time when the school had run out of finances.

Summerfield High School soon received letters of gratitude from families touched by the gift. The father of the Batishhev family left to defend Ukraine, 
the mother lost her job, and the family was having difficulty paying rent and tuition at the school. The Summerfield Senior class paid for the children’s 
continuing education.  (Sophia School continued on p.3)

Gratitude
We, the Batishev family, are very grateful for such 
timely and abundant help from American friends, 
for your financial support in the amount of 256$ (10 
thousand hryvnias). From the beginning of the war, 
our family put itself in a difficult situation, because my 
husband went to defend Ukraine; I lost my job, and the 
difficulty is that we live in a rented apartment, so we 
don’t have opportunity to pay for schooling. But thanks 
to the open hearts of American friends, it was possible 
to get funds to pay for education. Thank you very much 
for the opportunity to study in this school "Sophia", 
which lays a solid foundation of both knowledge and 
Christian values, which are lacking at this time. 
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Sophia School, Letters of Gratitude, cont.
The Trokhanov family also benefited from the gift. The mother could not work because there were five children at home. The father was working 
but it was not enough for such a big family.  Prices of materials were rising and the children needed better conditions for learning online. 

The Shokhalevych family expressed their gratitude to the Summerfield community for 
their charitable assistance and big heart:

Our gratitude
Dear sponsors, 
We are very grateful to you for your generous heart. God 
softened your heart to help our family in this difficult time for us 
Ukrainians. Currently, as a mother, I cannot work, because there 
are five children at home, one is still too small, and all others 
are schoolchildren. Sasha, our father, goes to work, but it is not 
enough for such a big family. And besides, we still cannot finish 
the extension, because the prices of the materials are rising, and 
our children need better conditions for learning on computers 
online. And computers you can acquire on credit. May God bless 
you for your kindness a hundredfold with His mercy.

Sincerely, the Trokhanov family

Gratitude
Our big and friendly family would like to express 
our gratitude from the bottom of our hearts to 
Skeydrit Bahr - to the teacher and class teacher, 
children and parents of her class - to these people 
with a big heart, for charitable assistance to our 
family in the form of tuition fees until the end of 
the current school year. 
Currently, there is a war in our country... We 
work for the Victory, we believe in it! Everything 
changed in one day: wealth, employment, and 
the ability to solve problems. But thanks to good 
people, we were not left alone with our problem. 
We are very grateful for your help, our dear 
American friends, we are grateful to Director 
Nataliya Mykolaivna! We wish you strength in 
difficult work, fulfillment of dreams and victory 
over all difficulties! 
Thank God for everything and for you! 
Sincerely, the Shokhalevych family

Dear American friends! 
Bountiful appreciation to you from our Pismenna and 
Karabeshkin family. I want to explain something to you: 
until last year I was Karabeshkina Tatyana, and now 
I’m Pismenna, mother of three wonderful children, my 
children were half-orphans, but last year (2021) God gave 
us a wonderful dad. He accepted my children as his own. 
And in this year (2022), during the war, we had one more 
beauty, she is Pismenna as I, but other children left their 
surname (Karabeshkin) in memory of their own father. 
During the war, we accumulated a debt for studying at 
the "Sofia" school in the amount of ten thousand hryvnias. 
We prayed to God and asked Him to help us pay for our 
debt. And He answered us through you! You have become 
a miracle and a blessing from God for our family. A huge 
thank you for this support in this difficult time for us and 
our country, the funds we received from you amounted to 
7,500 hryvnias (192 $), we were able to cover most of the 
debt. You have become a huge blessing and a testimony 
that God never leaves his children in difficult times! 
May the Lord abundantly bless you and your family! 
Sincere and huge thanks for your support! 
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! 

Karabeshkina Pismenna was a single mother of three children whose father had died. Then, in 2021 she married and this year she had a baby daughter. 
She expressed her gratitude and wrote, “You have become a miracle and a blessing from God for our family.” The Sophia School was able to forgive most 
of her family's past due tuition, and continue her children's schooling.

Sophia School, cont.

Above: Students of different grades studying together in a bomb shelter during air raid warnings

Below L-R: Ukranian soldier teaching high school seniors first aid for bleeding; Learning how weapons work and how to survive under attack

(Sophia School, continued from p. 1)

Giving blessed everybody involved. Vivianne Dean summed up the impact on the Summerfield Waldorf High School class explaining that giving with 
open hearts helped the class to see how much they have to share, and to feel deep gratitude for their ability to help others.

For information about Sofia School visit https://sophiaschool.ck.ua/ 
The school's Principal, Nataliia Yevtushenko, can be reached at tanaiv1.9@gmail.com
Donations can be made to Sofia school at https://sophiaschool.ck.ua/donation/ (The website is in Ukrainian, but it can be translated by selecting 
“translate to English” in your browser.) 

The Rain
Pitter, patter, pitter, patter,

Look at all the rain, 

Knocking on the window sill

And on the window pane.

Sounding like the pitter patter

Of little fairy feet, 

Running down the garden path,

Running down the street.

Washing everybody’s house

And everybody’s shop.

Pitter patter, pitter patter

When is it going to stop?

~Sally Schweizer, “Winter Songbook: Seasonal Verses, 
Poems and Songs for Children, Parents and Teachers”

https://sophiaschool.ck.ua/
mailto:tanaiv1.9%40gmail.com%20?subject=
https://sophiaschool.ck.ua/donation/
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In the Heart of Winter Returns the Light
 By Adriana Livingston, Lower School Coordinator, Parent, and Waldorf Alumna

Darkness falls early every evening and lingers longer every morning, will the light return? With dwindling warmth and light from the sun 
in the winter the plants that flourished in the summer now die back and wither. Leaves that once crowned the trees and provided shade in 
the heat of the day lay damp upon the ground, the trees bare branches reaching up into the sky. Standing witness to these natural yearly 
phenomena we can feel the quietness of nature and the searching for inner strength/warmth to weather the chill of winter.

During this time of turning inward we bring to the students images of 
warmth and love for the world around them. Each week leading up to 
the darkest time of the year, near the Winter Solstice and Chanukah and 
Christmas, lower school and high school classes come together for the 
Festival of Lights. They come together to sing and listen to a story and then 
each class receives a flickering flame that is carefully carried back to each 
classroom. These weeks the four kingdoms are each acknowledged through 
the lighting of a candle - the first week is the mineral kingdom, the deep 
foundation of the earth, the rocks, the stones and even our bones. The 
second week we acknowledge the living plants - the roots, the leaves, the 
flowers and the fruit that nourishes our bodies to learn and grow. The third 
week we are grateful for the animals who grace us with their presence and 
sometimes humor us with their antics. And in the last week, we acknowledge 
the human being with the ability to hope, love, and understand. Many 
Waldorf faculty, staff and families will set a wreath upon the table with four 
candles, one to represent each of these kingdoms, and light one for each 
week until all four shine during the darkest time of the year. 

Many cultures celebrate light during this time of year in the northern 
hemisphere. The reduced presence of the light in the outside world during 
winter has us searching for light and warmth. Each year the faculty sets up 
a spiral of evergreens and classes are invited to walk the spiral. The spiral 
is a sacred symbol used by many peoples around the world, it is one that 
symbolizes growth and development. In the center of this spiral, built with 

green plant boughs, is a single lit candle. Each child is 
given a candle firmly placed in an apple to bring with 
them along the journey to the center of the spiral to 
light and place along the curve as they return outward. 
It is a simple event but the experience is an inner 
discovery of one's own self in connection to the whole. 
A brave example of the power that many individuals 
together can make a difference in the world. 

At Summerfield, we work with nature and her changes 
throughout the year to bring aspects of human nature 
to light. Winter is an inner time - we all need moments 
of self reflection and inner development. We are lucky 
to know that the light of summer will return and that we 
will not plummet into eternal darkness. And we know 
and anticipate the return of the light, just like every 
struggle or challenge we will overcome in life we will 
gain opportunities for growth and future development.  

Teaching Our Children to Care for 
the Earth - Striving for Zero Waste
By Ronni Sands, Gardening Teacher

It has always been a challenge to live a clean and caring life, especially 
when there are so many demands upon us. We all try to Recycle, 
Compost, and buy Organic and Biodynamic foods. I try to think 
about the effects of my choices on the planet. There is often a conflict 
between what I want and what is good for the Earth. For example, 
in the High School Green Team, we have studied Zero Waste. It is 
not easy, but when we see that the problem has dire consequences, 
we are motivated into action. Garbage is a big contributor to global 
warming, affecting all of our precious resources. Water, soil, and air 
are all affected by plastic in the waste stream. No one wants the used 
plastic anymore. So what do we do? First we get educated. And then 
we change. The green team took up a study of the book "The Zero-
Waste Lifestyle, living well by throwing away less," by Amy Korst. 
We became a support group, helping each other find ways to buy 
less, make things ourselves, and break free from the plastic habit.

One chapter in the book that was very helpful was about doing a 
household audit. By doing this, we could see what were the biggest 
contributors of waste in our homes and look for alternatives. 
For example, paper coffee cups with plastic lids. Just say no by 
remembering to bring your own reusable cup. And bringing our 
reusable grocery bags, rather than taking a new one every time. As 
we train our habits we are also being an example to our children, 
showing them that we care and we take responsibility for using 
resources wisely. Everything we do educates our children, and 
sometimes they educate us.

Another aspect of the Green Team was to learn to make our own. By 
making our own oat milk, sauerkraut, and yogurt, and then storing 
them in glass, we stopped buying packaging, especially plastic. These 
tasks are also ones that can be done with children; chopping and 
squeezing cabbage, pressing blended oats through cheesecloth, etc. 

The biggest challenge for me has been to say no to berries in plastic 
containers. I grow some berries, but never enough. Right now, if 
they aren't in cardboard containers, I am not allowing them in. The 
organic strawberries from Petaluma come in cardboard and are so 
good.  We still need a blueberry farm that does not use plastic. 

Let's talk about household soaps and body care. I will share my most 
recent find. There is a store on the plaza in Sebastopol called "The 
Refill Store." Bring your old plastic bottles or glass jars and just refill! 
They have shampoo and conditioner, hair gel, hand soap, dish soap, 
laundry soap, and more. Everything is organic and unscented. If you 
want a scent, they add an essential oil of your choice. I will never 
have to buy another plastic bottle again! 

I am very excited to be striving in this way. It is never zero waste, 
but I can decrease my trash considerably. If you want help getting 
started on Zero Waste, get the book, start a conversation, and feel 
free to reach out to me with thoughts about this.
~ ronni@summerfieldwaldorf.org

Farm Class students Ryley Macleod, Monroe Patino-Howell

Sunset at 5pm on December 5, 2022

Winter on the Farm

The Night Before Christmas
On a cold, starry night long ago the friendly beasts opened their hearts so the Spirit Child could be born 
in their stable and find comfort on hay in a manger. Simple shepherds brought gifts as the Angels sang. 
The Child of Love must be born anew in the stable of the human heart every year.

You are welcome to join us on Christmas Eve, December 24, at 5:00pm on Summerfield Waldorf School’s 

Farm next to the Red Barn to sing to the animals. Adults may bring a candle to hold while we sing to the 
animals and listen to a Christmas story.

We will be finished no later than 6:00pm so young children can be in bed early. For safety reasons     
please keep your children with you at all times during this event.  

~Don & Sieglinde Basmajian

Tuition Assistance for 2023-24
The Tuition Assistance Application Process for the 23-24 School Year is Now Open

January 27, 2023: Tuition Assistance applications for all prospective 9th graders are due. Grants for this group will be offered by February 10, 2023. 
February 17, 2023: Tuition Assistance applications for all other grades are due. Grants will be offered by March 3, 2023.

Reminder: Tax returns for the current year must be uploaded into FACTS in order to qualify for tuition assistance in the next school year. 

Admissions and (Re)Enrollment for 2023-24
Early Childhood (Preschool & Kindergarten): Admission Application Due January 31

High School (Grade 9): Admission Application Due January 13
Lower School (Grades 1-8) / High School (Grades 10-12): Rolling Admissions

Online (Re)Enrollment begins March 17 and ends March 31
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How Mud Boosts your Immune System
By Alessia Franco and David Robson, October 2022, reprinted from bbc.com

“Don’t get dirty!” was once a constant family refrain, as parents despairingly watched their children spoil their best clothes. Whether they were 
running through farmers’ fields, climbing trees or catching tadpoles, it was inevitable that children’s whites would turn brown before the day was 
over. Today, many parents may secretly wish their children had the chance to pick up a bit of grime. With the rise of urbanism, and the allure of video 
games and social media, contact with nature is much rarer than in the past. For many, there is simply no opportunity to get muddy.

What is gained in laundry bills may be lost in the child’s wellbeing. According to recent research, the dirt outside is teaming with friendly microorganisms 
that can train the immune system and build resilience to a range of illnesses, including allergies, asthma and even depression and anxiety. These findings 
show that outdoor exercise is not only beneficial because of the chance to roam free – but that certain natural materials, such as soil and mud, also 
contain surprisingly powerful microorganisms whose positive impact on children’s health we are only beginning to fully understand.

Mental restoration
Many of the psychological benefits of outdoor play are already well established. Our brains evolved in natural landscapes, and our perceptual systems 
are particularly well suited to wild outdoor spaces. This means that natural scenes provide the perfect level of stimulation, which is thought to help 
recharge the brain when it is tired and easily distractable. Supporting this theory, one study from 2009 found that children with attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) were better able to concentrate following a 20-minute walk in the park, compared to a 20-minute walk on the streets 
of a well-kept urban area. Being in the proximity to grass and trees seemed to have had a beneficial effect on their minds. The authors recommended 
using such “doses of nature” as a safe and accessible way of supporting children with ADHD, alongside other tools.

Besides these restorative effects, outdoor play can offer valuable learning experiences. For example, the act of moulding and kneading materials like mud 
or sand can help children develop the way their senses and movement interact, known as sensorimotor development, according to Francesco Vitrano, 
a child neuropsychiatrist, psychotherapist and lecturer at the University of Palermo, Italy, who has a long experience of applying these therapies. This 
allows the child to gradually understand his or her bodily signals. Such activities – away from the house or classroom – may also help children to find 
ways to cope with emotions that may be hard to explore in other environments. So-called “sand tray therapy”, which involves using sand and miniature 
figurines to express one’s thoughts and feelings, is an accepted form of counselling for children who are struggling to verbalise their emotional state.

When it comes to the child’s physical health, the most obvious advantage of outdoor play may be the exercise. A child may find it easier to build 
up strength and stamina in a large open space resulting in a reduced risk of obesity, according to one study led by Elizabeth Gershoff, professor of 
human development and family sciences at the University of Texas at Austin, US. The latest findings, however, suggest there could be a host of other 
advantages to playing in natural environments – and the secret may be alive and wriggling around in the mud itself.

Old friends
The new research offers a fresh take on the “hygiene hypothesis”, first postulated in the late 1980s. According to this idea, the great reduction in 
childhood infections over the 20th Century had an undesirable side effect on people’s immune systems, leading them to become overreactive to the 
slightest stimulation. The result was thought to be the rise in asthma, hay fever and food allergies.

Many scientists now dislike the term hygiene hypothesis, however, since it seemed to discourage important behaviours like hand-washing. And they 
balk at the idea that infections, per se, are beneficial for children. “It was quite problematic from a public health perspective,” says Christopher Lowry, 
a professor of integrative physiology and the director of the behavioural neuroendocrinology laboratory at the University of Colorado, Boulder, US. 
Instead, it is the non-infectious organisms that are now thought to be key – rather than the ones that actually make our children sick. These “old 
friends” have been around for much of our evolutionary history. They are mostly harmless, and train the immune system to moderate its activity, 
rather than overreacting to any potential invader.

Importantly, our bodies meet these old friends whenever we spend time in nature. With increased urbanisation, and reduced outdoor play, many 
children now lack that exposure – meaning that their immune systems are more sensitive to any threat, and more likely to go into overdrive. Various 
studies support this idea. People who grow up on farms are generally less likely to develop asthma, allergies, or auto-immune disorders like Crohn’s 
disease – thanks, apparently, to their childhood exposure to a more diverse range of organisms in the rural environment that had encouraged more 
effective regulation of the immune system.

Much of the healthy stimulation, afforded by these bugs, is thought to come through the digestive system – it is now well known that friendly 
microbes in the gut can improve our health in multiple ways. But they may also act on and through our skin, according to Michele Antonelli, a doctor 
from Reggio Emilia, Italy, who has researched the ways that mud therapies can influence health. The outer layer of our body hosts many species of 
microbes, he says, and people with disorders such as atopic dermatitis (a common form of eczema) and psoriasis seem to be have an impoverished 
community of organisms. The microbial diversity even seems to be linked to conditions like arthritis. “These microorganisms can play a major role 
in many major chronic diseases,” he says. (Continued on next page)

Early Childhood romps in the mud at Summerfield

Healthy body, healthy mind
Most surprisingly, friendly bugs from nature can even moderate the body’s response to stress. When we feel vulnerable and threatened, the immune 
system starts raising bodily inflammation. Since inflammation is one of the first defences against infection, this response evolved as a way of preparing 
the body for a potential physical injury from the threat we were facing – but it’s less useful for the kinds of stresses most people face today.

Remarkably, people who spent the majority of their childhoods in a rural setting tend to show a more muted response to stressful events like public 
speaking, with the reduced expression of inflammatory molecules like interleukin 6, compared with those who had grown up in cities. This remained true 
even when the scientists controlled for other factors – such as their socio-economic status.

That could have serious consequence for long-term health, since 
chronic bodily inflammation can contribute to a range of conditions. 
It appears to increase the risk of depression, for example. “The people 
who grew up in cities are kind of ‘walking time bombs’, in terms of 
their inflammation,” says Lowry, who was a co-author on the paper.

‘Dramatic effects’
As results supporting the “old friends hypothesis” continue to role 
in, some researchers have started to identify the specific organisms 
that may be responsible these benefits, and the ways they bring about 
those changes. Lowry is particularly interested in Mycobacterium 
vaccae, which can often be found in soil. When mice have been 
exposed to M. vaccae, they show enhanced activity of regulatory T 
cells – which, as the name suggests, help to rein in immune activity, 
including inflammatory responses. This then seems to render them 
more resilient to stressful events, such as a potential confrontation 
with another, more aggressive mouse. “We see very dramatic effects 
on stress resilience, even a month after the last injection,” says Lowry. 
Of course, mice are not the same as human children, but it does offer 
some clues about the role certain microorganisms may play.

Some scientists have also expressed considerable excitement about the role of “helminths” – soil-dwelling parasites such as roundworm – largely 
due to the moderated immune response they trigger in their hosts. People who have been infected with helminths seem to have a lower risk of 
inflammatory bowel diseases such as Crohn’s disease. Some trials have attempted to deliberately expose patients to the larvae of these parasites, with 
mixed successes. These therapies would have to contend with the potential undesirable side-effects of having worms, however. That’s not to mention 
the obvious “yuck factor” that is likely to discourage many people from deliberately ingesting a helminth.

More appealingly, Antonelli suggests that many spa therapies – including mud baths and thermal mineral water baths – may improve our health by 
introducing beneficial organisms to the skin’s microbial communities. Many species may be responsible for the benefits, including Staphylococcus 
epidermidis, which has been shown to have anti-inflammatory effects. 

Forest transplants
Given the importance of early exposure to friendly bacteria, many scientists are 
investigating the benefits of interventions that encourage greater contact with nature 
in childhood. Antonelli says that the act of “forest bathing” – gentle meditative walks 
through the woods – has been shown to improve the symptoms of children and teenagers 
with atopic dermatitis, for example. By touching the leaves and the soil, they may have 
picked up friendly organisms that enriched their skin microbiomes, he says.

An ambitious project in Finland, meanwhile, attempted to bring nature to the children. In 
four day-care centres, the researchers replaced the asphalt and gravel of the schoolyard 
with “transplanted” soil and vegetation taken from a boreal forest floor. They were 
also given planting boxes for gardening. “That encouraged further contact,” says Aki 
Sinkkonen at the University of Helsinki, a co-author of the paper who specialises in the 
mud microbiome.

One month later, the children showed signs of heightened microbial diversity on their 
skin and in their gut, as well as improved immune function. They had greater numbers of 
those regulatory T cells that help to moderate the body’s reactions to harmless invaders, 
for example. The proportion of anti-inflammatory molecules in the blood plasma also 
increased – which again indicates a better regulated immune system.

In the future, Sinkkonen hopes to test the long-term effects of these changes. “I think that 
they should lead to lower incidence of human disease – that’s our hypothesis.”

Mud kitchens
Given the known psychological benefits, many day-care centres and schools are already encouraging greater contact with nature – with outdoor 
lessons, regular nature walks and the construction of mud kitchens that encourage children to play in the dirt.

“In many nurseries and schools, there is a growing awareness that children have fewer open spaces to play,” says Marilisa Modena, an architect who 
specialises in the designs of schools, and founder of Zeroseiplanet, an Italian research and training centre focusing on the benefits of outdoor play. 
“And we’re looking for ways to re-introduce those activities that, until around 50 years ago, were common experiences for children.” The greater 
interest in outdoor play began in Northern Europe, Modena says, but it is now spreading to many other countries.

With future research, it may be possible to enrich the soil in house gardens and schoolyards with the most beneficial organisms. For now, parents and 
teachers may have to work with what they have. Mud kitchens, in particular, can be cost effective and take up little space. All you need is an old table 
and some pots of pans recycled from the kitchen, and filled with a mixture of soil and water. More sophisticated structures could be equipped with 
cupboards and drawers filled with stones, rocks, sand and vegetation.

As the little mud chefs dirty themselves with their new imaginative creations, they may be cultivating their minds and optimising their immune 
systems, with potential benefits for months or even years to come.

High School Student Vida Lopez de San Roman

Third Grade Building Project, 2011

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20220929-how-outdoor-play-boosts-kids-immune-systems?ocid=global_future_rss
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Fourth Grade Handwork: Weaving
 By Barb Kobabe, Handwork Teacher

Handwork classes focus on learning how to make useful and beautiful objects, with your hands, from natural raw mate-
rials. To make something out of natural materials connects us to the world around us.
 The fourth grade class began this school year with a weaving project, one of my favorites. A solid piece of plywood (4”x 6’) 
with evenly spaced slots along one long edge provides a loom. The hemp twine warp is wound tightly around the loom. 
Wool yarn, that the class dyed with red and yellow onion skins 
and madder roots last year during their third grade fiber block is 
used for the weft. These dyes provided gold, olive green and red 
to orange colors. To round out the color palette, we have yarns 
dyed by this year’s eighth grade class. During their practical arts 
block, yarns were dyed with indigo, weld, coreopsis, cosmos and 
marigold flowers. All of these dye plants were collected from our 
farm, some during the summer, and some in the early fall by the 
eighth grade students. The students also dug many madder roots 
for future dye baths. 

Weaving is an ancient and intuitive craft, and the fourth graders 
understood it immediately. This is much different than the concentration, struggle, and perseverance needed to become 
proficient in knitting in first and second grade, and then crochet in third grade. 

Once the loom is warped, the weaving begins, and the weft goes around the loom, weaving on both sides in a long, gradual 
spiral from the base to the top. When the loom is removed, a small pouch has been formed. To finish this project, each 
student makes a strap for their pouch. They choose either a round or flat style of four-strand braiding. Plant dyed yarns 
have the wonderful quality of blending harmoniously no matter the combination of colors. Yet each student carefully 
chooses their colors, they mix and match subtle variations or make bold choices. They let the colors speak to them. Each 
students’ pouch is unique and beautiful. 

Each successive handwork project helps develop many skills, from nimble hands to nimble minds.

Top Row L-R: Lily Harper, Sebastian Saxon, Noah Cicero, Elsie Dakin.
Bottom Row L-R: Clyde Livingston, Rishi Birchard, Matthew Murphy, Isaiah Randolph

$hop $avvy for Summerfield
eScrip: Registration can be completed online at eScrip.com or in 
person at participating merchants by signing up for a Community 
Card. Choose Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm as your 
beneficiary organization. If you register your debit or credit card, any 
purchases made with that card will automatically be contributed to 
SWSF. Local participants include Oliver’s Markets, Petaluma Market, 
Fircrest Market and Woodlands Market. 

Amazon Smile: To sign up, go to Smile.Amazon.com. This 
website is operated by Amazon.com with the same products, 
pricing and shopping features. The difference is that when you 
shop at AmazonSmile, Summerfield receives a 0.5% donation of 
the purchase price of eligible products. **You are now able to use 

Amazon Smile with the Amazon App on a mobile phone. Follow 
these steps: 
• Open the Amazon Shopping app 
• Navigate to the main menu 
• Tap on Settings and then select “AmazonSmile” 
• Select your charity and then follow the on-screen instructions to 

turn ON AmazonSmile in the mobile app 
• Once AmazonSmile has been activated in your app, future 

eligible app purchases will generate a donation for the charity 
you have selected. 

Note: The tablet app is not yet supported. Please visit smile.
amazon.com/onthego to learn more. 

Sports Basement: When you join the Sports Basement 
Basementeer Program at Sportsbasement.com and choose SWSF 
as your beneficiary, you’ll receive 10% off of your purchase, and our 
school earns 10% of profits. Basementeers also receive additional 
perks like trading in used gear for store credit and if you buy a 
refillable propane canister, you can have it refilled for free, forever. 
There is a one-time membership fee of $25.

Annual Giving Campaign ~ Our largest & most impactful fundraiser of the year
~ Hayden Terstegge, Development Director

Thank you to those of you who have donated and pledged for this 
year’s campaign!  Your donation is far reaching, and allows us to 
continue to support our exceptional faculty and staff, expand our 
various programs, offer financial aid and support our commitment 
to a socio-economically diverse community, and help maintain our 
beautiful farm and campus. Thank you for your continued care and 
investment in Summerfield, we are truly grateful for this community.  
Please go to https://summerfieldwaldorf.org/giving/ and donate or 
make your pledge today!

Summerfield Swag makes a great gift!
Please stop in the Admissions 
and Development Office 
to purchase your SWSF 
swag!  We h7ave new 
sweatshirts and beanies 
for these cold mornings, 
and new “Gnomies are my 
Homies” t-shirts in beautiful 
muted tones.  All of our new 
merchandise is 100% organic 
cotton, and incredibly soft!  
We are excited to offer this 
sustainable option to our 
community.  Show your 
love for SWSF and gift your 
friends and relatives this 
holiday season with one of 
our cozy sweatshirts, t-shirts, 
or hats!  Cash, check and 
credit cards are all welcome.

DEVELOPMENT CORNER

It was so lovely to see so many family members and friends on Grandparents’ and Special Friends’ Day, which was held on Friday 
November 18th. Guests were greeted with warm beverages and homemade treats, on a cold, but sunny morning. Khalid Halim, our 
board president welcomed everyone to campus, as our volunteer guides led the way for classroom visits. The Farm Class prepared 
pumpkin bread, and Farmer Dana led a tour of our farm with Gabriel Markel, our Lower School Farm teacher, speaking to the various 
ways in which the farm work is woven into the curriculum. A moving and beautiful display of both art and music was featured in Sophia 
Hall, and guests were invited to view the art through the grades, as Isabel Wundsam, along with several high school students, delighted 
us all with live music. Many of our guests remarked on the beauty of Summerfield, how they too wished they could have attended such 
a school, and how thrilled they were that their grandchildren were receiving this wondrous education. It was a great pleasure and honor 
to bring this event back to campus, after several years on hiatus. The Development team is grateful for the support of our community’s 
beloved family and friends, and honored to share with them the magic of Summerfield!

A special thank you to our fabulous parent volunteers and bakers for helping make this day a success: Geoff Ayton, Timothy Hedges, 
Yael Marmar, Torey Halim, Quiara Smith, Heather Mutz, Mary Leveque, Elena Bass, Addie Mullennix, Judith Frederick, Andrea 
Kirk, Jamie Worthington, and Iffy Ibello.

A HeArtwArming grAndpArents And speciAl Friends dAy

http://eScrip.com
http://Smile.Amazon.com
http://smile.amazon.com/onthego
http://smile.amazon.com/onthego
https://shop.sportsbasement.com/products/basementeer-membership-1?beneficiary=[A60]%20Summerfield%20Waldorf%20School%20and%20Farm
https://summerfieldwaldorf.org/giving/
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Advertise in the Messenger
Summerfield’s Messenger newsletter is published once a month during the school year, and has a distribution list of over 1,000. If you 
are interested in advertising in the Messenger, please visit our website at summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter, or email messenger@

summerfieldwaldorf.org for more information.

SUMMERFIELD 
ENROLLMENT 

EVENTS
To learn more or to 

register for an event, 
please visit:

summerfieldwaldorf.org/
admissions/visit-us

SUBMISSIONS
To submit an article or photos for consideration in our 

monthly newsletter, please visit our website: 
summerfieldwaldorf.org/newsletter/ 

or email to: messenger@summerfieldwaldorf.org

The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does 

not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this  
classified section. Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and 
made available to community members to use at their own discretion.

New Year’s Wine & Salsa Gift Box SPECIAL
We are offering a community discount for our seasonal wine and 
salsa box: Use the discount code SWSF10 for 10% off. Through this                    
collaboration, Kara Marie Wine and Tienda Salsita share their passion 
for local food, wine, and the bounty of Sonoma County. We are delighted 
to present you with the second Wine and Salsa Box with new vintages, 
incredible flavors, and a new recipe. With the purchase of this gift box 
you are supporting small batch, artisanal products, women-owned 
businesses, and sustainable agriculture. 

We will be offering pick ups at the farm stand on Friday, Dec. 30. 
Customers can choose ‘local pick up’ at checkout and write a note saying 
they would like to pick up at the school farm stand. 

Each Box with Holiday Wrapping Contains:
• 2 bottles of 2021 Kara Marie Dry Riesling 
• 2 jars low spice Tienda Salsita salsa 
• 1 jar citrus herby chile salt 
• 1 recipe card: Steamed Mussels w/ Salsa de Corazón & White Wine Broth

Goods & Services

The 2023 Summerfield Waldorf Wall Calendar are flying off the shelves, 
to families in our community and to Waldorf schools all over the U.S. and 
abroad… Have you gotten yours?

It’s the Perfect Gift!
The best outreach and enrollment work in a Waldorf school is done by us, 
the parent community. Do you have a friend or work colleague you could 
introduce to Summerfield with the gift of our beautiful Wall Calendar?

This concise illustration of what 
is so special about Waldorf 
education makes a perfect gift. 
These are the ‘pictures worth 
a thousand words’ to show to 
curious relatives, or to explain 
our school to intrigued work 
colleagues—a gorgeous calendar 
to adorn the wall of any kitchen, 
home office or workspace.

See samples and purchase 
calendars on our website as gifts to start off a brand-new year!   
SUMMERFIELDWALDORF.ORG/2023WALLCALENDAR

A Parent Writes…
“… the Waldorf Wall Calendar has been a staple in my home for many, many 
years, even before my children had attended Summerfield. I was gifted 
a Calendar some years back, and it hung over my child’s wooden table, 
ushering in the months with beauty and light. I actually believe that this very 
Calendar may have been one of the major magnetic pulls that drew me to the 
school. A simple yet rich part of our routine is flipping the pages monthly, and 
marking the seasons as the images always so perfectly reflect the rhythms 
and cycles that we so rely upon in this method of teaching.

I’m the first to use my iCalendar and would be lost without it, but there 
simply is no replacement for a real Calendar. My daughter loves to mark 
the days and wait for those special occasions—constantly checking as her 
birthday comes close. We also love to recycle the Calendars and make cards 
from the pictures to share with loved ones. Just like with beeswax candles 
and homemade crafts, where would we be without this gift that comes from 
the talents of our own students and enhances our community?

So let’s support this beautiful creation and annual gift so lovingly crafted for 
our school!”

~ Anonymous Second Grade Parent

WALL CALENDAR
2023  

Waldorf
WALL CALENDAR

2023  

Waldorf

Classes & Workshops
Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard 
I am an experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf School founding 
parent and original creator of the school’s instrumental music 
program. My studio is located in Santa Rosa. Please visit my website 
marybeardmusicstudio.com or contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 
707-546-8782.

Housing
Furnished Sebastopol Home for Rent
4bdrm, 2bath, gorgeous views, near Summerfield School. Warm, 
welcoming furnishings, stocked kitchen, huge family-friendly back 
yard. Available in December or January for 3-6 months, possibly longer. 
See photos and details on Craigslist: https://sfbay.craigslist.org/nby/
sub/d/sebastopol-furnished-sebastopol-home/7547924946.html. 
Contact Martia Nelson at martia@sonic.net 

Anthroposophic Homecare Through the Seasons 
Two Anthroposophic nurses are teaching a monthly class on how the 
holidays and festivals are a mirror for what is occurring in nature and 
how these seasonal rhythms live within us. We will include seasonal 
homecare practices that are Anthroposophic and holistic. First class is 
January 29, 10-1. $25-$50. 
Contact anthroposophicnursing@gmail.com

College Admissions Advising & Essay Coaching
Diana Wuerthner, a certified and long-time Waldorf college counselor, 
offers families a rare combination of Waldorf background and 
counseling experience. Diana offers both full-service college advising, 
and/or college essay support, online and in-person.
diana.wuerthner@gmail.com | 415-912-0248

Breathing Room
Need support to clear out space in your child’s overcrowded room? 
Bring spaciousness and beauty into your home to encourage peace 
and calm in your family life. Certified Waldorf and Lifeways teacher, 
longtime Zen practitioner, and former Summerfield parent, available 
to help transform jam-packed spaces into rooms where you and your 
child can breathe more deeply and joyfully. Special $100 winter 
discount to clear out the old and make room for the new! Contact 
Yael at spaciousbreathing@gmail.com.
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